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Abstract. As an important manufacturing process, mechanical assembly affects directly product 
quality. Conventional quality inspections and estimations of mechanical assembly are primarily 
concentrated in “static quality”, such as size coordination, shaping and positioning tolerances, etc. 
However, mechanical assembly actually has its own dynamic quality, which contributes to that of 
whole product. Inspecting only static quality is thus incomplete for quality estimation of the 
assembly. On the basis of substructuring method, this paper at first applies eigenvalue analysis to 
investigate the effects of assembling process on the dynamic transfer-functions, expressed by 
spectral-based frequency response functions (FRFs), of substructural components involved in the 
process. Eigenvalue modules of FRF-matrix-ratios of FRF before assembling to that after 
assembling are analyzed to quantify the effects, which are consequently indicated by the mean 
module. Then, according to the explicit definition of “dynamic quality of mechanical assembly” 
introduced in this paper, dynamic quality matrix of mechanical assembly and its mean eigenvalue 
module are worked out and chosen to be the right quantitative measure and indicator for dynamic 
quality estimation of assembly system. Meanwhile, a lumped-parameter model and its 
experimental counterpart are employed to validate effectiveness of the analytical outcomes 
obtained and the quality estimation method established in the study. 
Keywords: mechanical assembly, dynamic quality, eigenvalue analysis, dynamic quality matrix. 
1. Introduction 
In manufacture of electromechanical products, mechanical assembly via manual, 
semi-automatic and or full-automatic technics is an important process that affects product quality. 
Its inspection and control are always paid highly attention for quality assurance (QA). The 
conventional quality inspections and estimations of mechanical assembly are primarily 
concentrated in “static quality”, such as size coordinations, shaping and positioning tolerances, 
etc., according to relevant technical standards and specifications [1] and or by the aid of 
corresponding technical management [2]. So far, rapidly developments on flexible and digitized 
assembly with its inspections continually promote the automatic assembly of products, such as 
vehicles and aircrafts, to different new levels [3, 4]. However, the conventional assembly quality 
inspections still belong to the static ones [5, 6], and so do their estimations, such as analysis and 
entropy computation of assembly defects [7]. In fact, a mechanical assembly process has also 
“dynamic quality” of itself. For dynamic quality of a whole product-noise, vibration and dynamic 
stability, only inspecting and estimating static quality is incomplete in essence. 
This paper defines “dynamic quality of mechanical assembly” explicitly as “The effect of a 
mechanical assembling process on dynamic transferring characteristics of substructural 
components with their real connectors or joints involved in an assembly system”. Currently, there 
is no enough attention to dynamic quality inspection, estimation and control during assembling 
process. This results in poor theoretical and thus technical guidance, which are supposed to be 
investigated in detail to make up shortcomings of conventional static quality inspection and 
estimation. 
Substructuring dynamic analysis is commonly-used in mechanical dynamics and can be 
applied to analyze structural dynamic transferring characteristics of mechanical systems. Where, 
frequency response function (FRF) can be easily used for structural dynamic analysis [8, 9], 
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especially in engineering application [10]. The spectral-based FRF inverse substructuring 
dynamic analysis has been well developed [11] theoretically and applied in automotive [12]. The 
author of this paper [13] and Wang [14] also applied inverse substructuring analysis to dynamic 
analysis of transportation packaging systems. In practice, however, both substructuring and 
inverse substructuring dynamic analysis have problem of analytical accuracy, especially at lower 
order of modes [15]. Data enhancement is often needed, for instance, an enhanced LS algorithm 
was introduced [16]. In substructuring analysis, eigenvalues of dynamic transfer-functions are 
often applied to characterize the dynamic behaviors of mechanical structures and/or systems. In  
addition, eigenvalue analysis has been often used in dynamic transferring characteristics of 
discrete structural systems, especially on sensitivity analysis [17-19]. 
On the basis of substructuring method, this paper applies eigenvalue analysis to investigate 
dynamic quality of mechanical assembly that is considered as a two-level of substructures. Firstly, 
the effects of an assembling process on dynamic transferring characteristics of substuctural 
components involved in an assembling process are analyzed in detail. Where, the 
transfer-functions expressed by spectral-based frequency response functions (FRFs) is used to 
describe the dynamic characteristics, and eigenvalue modules of FRF-matrix-ratios of the FRFs 
before assembling to that after assembling are investigated to quantify the assembling effects, 
which are consequently indicated by the mean module. Secondly, according to the definition of 
“dynamic quality of mechanical assembly” introduced in this study, dynamic quality matrix and 
its mean eigenvalue module are worked out and chosen to be the right quantitative measure and 
indicator for dynamic quality estimation of assembly system. Meanwhile, a lumped-parameter 
model and its experimental counterpart are employed to validate effectiveness of the analytical 
outcomes obtained and the quality estimation method established in the study. The objective is to 
provide a theoretical basis for developing the approach for dynamic quality inspection and 
estimation of mechanical assembly.  
2. Spectral-based substructuring analysis 
2.1. Dynamic transfer-functions of mechanical assembly 
 
a) Component level 
 
b) System level 
Fig. 1. FRFs on two-level of substructures before a) and after b) assembling 
Dynamic system of mechanical assembly can be modeled as a two-level of substructures as 
shown in Fig. 1. Where, two substructural components involved in assembling process are indicated 
by A and B, and dynamic transfer-function (ܪ) from excitation-force (ܨ) to displacement response 
(ܺ) before assembling (in uncoupled state) and after assembling (in coupled state) are called “FRF 
at component level” (without subscript ‘ݏ ’) and “FRF at system level” (with subscript ‘ݏ ’), 
respectively. It represents dynamic transferring characteristics expressed specifically by spectral-
based FRFs. The assembly-coupling dynamic stiffness is denoted by ܭ௦ for assembly connection 
after assembling, which is different from the stiffness ܭ௦଴  for real assembly connector before 
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assembling. Lowercase ܽ, ܾ and ܿ denote substructures A, B and their coupling interface, and ݅ and 
݋  denote input force and output displacement, respectively. For examples, ܪ௢௔௖௔  and ܪ௦,௢௔௜௕ 
indicate FRF at component level from excitation on interface of side-A to output response also on A 
and FRF at system level from input excitation on side-B to output response on A.  
Based on substructuring analysis, the relations between FRFs at component level (ܪ) and FRFs 
at system level (ܪ௦) of an assembling process can be expressed as follow [11]: 
൦
ൣܪ௦,௢௔௜௔൧ ൣܪ௦,௢௔௖௫൧ ൣܪ௦,௢௔௜௕൧
ൣܪ௦,௖௫௜௔൧ ൣܪ௦,௖௫௖௫൧ ൣܪ௦,௖௫௜௕൧
ൣܪ௦,௢௕௜௔൧ ൣܪ௦,௢௕௖௫൧ ൣܪ௦,௢௕௜௕൧
൪ = ቎
[ܪ௢௔௜௔] [ܪ௢௔௖௫] [0]
[ܪ௖௫௜௔] [ܪ௖௫௖௫] [ܪ௖௫௜௕]
[0] [ܪ௢௕௖௫] [ܪ௢௕௜௕]
቏
      − ቎
ߙ[ܪ௢௔௖௔]
[ܪ௖௫௖௫]
ߚ[ܪ௢௕௖௕]
቏ [ܥ]ൣߙ[ܪ௖௔௜௔][ܪ௖௫௖௫]ߚ[ܪ௖௕௜௕]൧,
(1)
where: 
[ܥ] = ([ܦ] + [ܭ௦]ିଵ)ିଵ, (2a)[ܦ] = [ܪ௖௔௖௔] + [ܪ௖௕௖௕]. (2b)
The symbols ߙ = +1, −1 for ݔ = ܽ  and ܾ , and ߚ = +1, −1 for ݔ = ܾ  and ܽ , respectively. 
Matrix [ܥ]  is called “assembly-coupling matrix”, in which matrix [ܭ௦]  is so-called 
assembly-coupling dynamic stiffness and every of its entry is generally simplified by: 
ܭ௦ = ݇௦ + ݆߱ܿ௦. (3)
The real part ݇௦  represents static stiffness that indicates capacity of dynamic energy 
conservation, and ܿ௦ in imaginary part represents damping factor indicating capacity of dynamic 
energy dissipation of an assembly, respectively. Symbol ߱ = 2ߨ݂ and ݂ is analytical frequency 
in Hertz, and ݆ = √−1. 
Eqs. (1) and (2) show that, FRFs at system level (after assembling) can be explicitly expressed 
by that before assembling, which belongs to the ‘positive issue’ of substructuring analysis. 
Oppositely, FRFs at component level can also be inversely expressed by that after assembling 
which is so-called inverse substructuring analysis.  
For convenience, the nine FRFs to be used in next discussions are simply denoted as: 
ܪ஺ = ܪ௢௔௖௔,   ܪ஻ = ܪ௖௕௜௕, ܪ஺௖ = ܪ௖௔௖௔, ܪ஻௖ = ܪ௖௕௖௕,
ܪ௦,஺ = ܪ௦,௢௔௖௔,   ܪ௦,஻ = ܪ௦,௖௕௜௕, ܪ௦,஺௖ = ܪ௦,௖௔௖௔, ܪ௦,஻௖ = ܪ௦,௖௕௖௕, ܪ௦ = ܪ௦,௢௔௜௕. (4)
In essence, FRFs ܪ஺ , ܪ஻  and ܪ௦  indicate the dynamic transferring characteristics of 
substructural components A and B before assembling, and the assembly system after assembling, 
respectively.  
2.2. Changes of FRFs on substructural components due to assembling process  
For the two-level substructural model of Fig. 1, the effects of assembling process on dynamic 
transferring characteristics of substructural components A and B involved in the process are 
discussed next.  
The nine representative FRFs expressed in Eq. (4) are associated with a mechanical assembly, 
For the two substructural components, their FRFs at system level (after assembling) can be 
expressed individually by corresponding FRFs at component level (before assembling). From 
Eq. (1), the functional relations can be formulated as follow: 
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ൣܪ௦,஺൧ = [ܪ஺]([ܫ] − [ܥ][ܪ஺௖]), (5a)
ൣܪ௦,஺௖൧ = [ܪ஺௖]([ܫ] − [ܥ][ܪ஺௖]), (5b)
ൣܪ௦,஻൧ = ([ܫ] − [ܪ஻௖][ܥ])[ܪ஻], (6a)
ൣܪ௦,஻௖൧ = ([ܫ] − [ܪ஻௖][ܥ])[ܪ஻௖], (6b)
where, [ܫ] is unit square matrix with the same size of matrix [ܥ]. In order to measure the relative 
changes of dynamic transferring characteristics, ratios of the four representative FRF-matrices 
before assembling to those after assembly are formulated from Eqs. (5) and (6). A  
FRF-matrix-ratio compares the two matrices relative to each other. If the numbers of ݋ܽ, ܿܽ, ܾܿ 
and ܾ݅ are set to be equal, then the four FRF-matrix-ratios can be derived as: 
ܴ஺ = [ܪ஺][ܪ௦,஺]ିଵ = ([ܫ] − [ܥ][ܪ஺௖])ିଵ, (7a)
ܴ஺௖ = [ܪ஺௖][ܪ௦,஺௖]ିଵ = ([ܫ] − [ܥ][ܪ஺௖])ିଵ, (7b)
ܴ஻ = [ܪ஻][ܪ௦,஻]ିଵ = ([ܫ] − [ܪ஻௖][ܥ])ିଵ, (8a)
ܴ஻௖ = [ܪ஻௖][ܪ௦,஻௖]ିଵ = ([ܫ] − [ܪ஻௖][ܥ])ିଵ. (8b)
Eqs. (7) and (8) demonstrate that, ܴ஺ = ܴ஺௖ and ܴ஻ = ܴ஻௖, that means an assembling process 
has identical effect on the same component. Therefore, ܴ஺  and ܴ஻  would be selected as two 
representative FRF-matrix-ratios for further study next. On the other hand, the effects are 
described specifically by mathematical product of [ܥ]  and [ܪ௑௖]  (ܺ = ܣ  or ܤ) . Whereas 
assembly-coupling dynamic stiffness [ܭ௦] is the unique factor affected by assembling process, 
thus [ܭ௦] (for assembly connection after assembling) ≠ [ܭ௦଴] (for real assembly connector before 
assembling), see Fig. 1. 
3. Eigenvalue analysis on assembling effects  
3.1. Lumped-parameter model 
To investigate in detail the changes of FRFs on two substructural components before 
assembling due to assembling process, a lumped-parameter model is employed for theoretical 
analysis. It is shown in Fig. 2 with parameters listed in Table 1. For this model system, it is 
assumed that no real assembly connector before assembling the two substructural components, 
i.e., [ܭ௦଴] = 0, and after assembling, the coupling dynamic stiffness of assembly connection turns 
out to be [ܭ௦]. 
a) Before assembling 
 
 
b) After assembling 
Fig. 2. Lumped-parameter model of assembly system  
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Table 1. Parameters of the lumped-parameter model 
Mass [kg] Static stiffness [N/m] Damping factor [sN/m] 
݉ଵ 4.5 ݇ଵ 6000 ܿଵ 6 
݉ଶ 0.5 ݇ଶ 5500 ܿଶ 5 
݉ଷ 2.0 ݇ଷ 2500 ܿଷ 8 
݉ସ 1.0 ݇ସ 1200 ܿସ 10 
݉ହ 0.8 ݇ହ 1400 ܿହ 20 
݉଺ 5.0 ݇଺ 3500 ܿ଺ 9 
  ݇଻ 7000 ܿ଻ 7 
  ଼݇ 6500 ଼ܿ 6 
All associated FRFs in the model system can be calculated by following governing equation 
of either substructural components or their assembly system: 
ൣܪ௣൧ = ൫−߱ଶൣܯ௣൧ + ݆߱ൣܥ௣൧ + ൣܭ௣൧൯ିଵ, (9)
where, ݌ = ܣ, ܤ and ݏ corresponding to substructural components A and B, and assembly system, 
respectively. The analytical frequency ݂  is chosen to be 0-30 Hz for this model system. In  
addition, there are only two diagonal entries in assembly-coupling dynamic stiffness matrix, i.e., 
[ܭ௦] = diag[ܭ௦ଵଵ, ܭ௦ଶଶ]. They are given by Eq. (3) as follow: 
ܭ௦ଵଵ = ݇ସ + ݆߱ܿସ,   ܭ௦ଶଶ = ݇ହ + ݆߱ܿହ. (10)
Thus, a pair of dynamic force excitation input and displacement response output are set on 
both substructural components A and B (see Fig. 2), so that all FRF matrices from Eq. (7) are 
square with same size of [ܭ௦]ଶ×ଶ. 
3.2. Effects on substructural components  
Eigenvalues of FRF-matrix-ratios ܴ஺  and ܴ஻  characterize the principal vectors on which 
relative changes of dynamic transferring characteristics of substructural components A and B are 
presented, respectively. From Eqs. (7) and (8), the eigenvalue modules can be calculated by: 
ܯ௘௚(ܴ௑) = |eigሼ([ܫ] − [ܥ][ܪ௑௖])ିଵሽ|, (11)
where ܺ = ܣ or ܤ for ܴ஺ and ܴ஻, and ‘eig’ denotes ‘eigenvalue-finding’. If ܯ௘௚ > 1 → |ܴ௑| > 1 
in principal vectors, then the FRF before assembling (ܪ௑ ) would be greater than that after 
assembling (ܪ௦,௑).  
Strengthening assembly connection of the model system results in five levels of [ܭ௦], as listed 
inTable 2. Subsquently, the eigenvalue modules ܯ௘௚(ܴ஺) and ܯ௘௚(ܴ஻) are computed by Eq. (11) 
in full frequency range (0-30 Hz). The results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.  
Table 2. Five [ܭ௦]-levelsof the lumped-parameter model 
[ܭ௦]-level ݇ସ (N/m) ݇ହ (N/m) ܿସ (sN/m) ܿହ (sN/m) 
1 300 350 2 5 
2 600 700 5 10 
3 1200 1400 10 20 
4 2400 2800 20 40 
5 3600 4200 40 80 
It can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4 that, in full frequency range, (1) at most frequencies,  
ܯ௘௚ > 1 → |[ܪ௑]| > หൣܪ௦,௑൧ห. It means that assembling process of the model system reduces the 
dynamic transfer-functions (FRFs). It can be explained that assembling process changes boundary 
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conditions of the substructrual components, which constrain the dynamic responses; (2) at some 
frequencies, such as at about 6 Hz for 1st eigenvalue and 4 Hz and 13 Hz for 2nd eigenvalue, 
ܯ௘௚ < 1 → |[ܪ௑]| > หൣܪ௦,௑൧ห. This is resulted from destructive modal couplings. In this case, 
assembling process increases the transfer-functions; (3) ܯ௘௚  increases with strengthening 
assembly connection that makes [ܭ௦] increased, and thus หൣܪ௦,௑൧ห tends to be much lower than 
|[ܪ௑]|. Simultaneously, the peak frequencies move upto higher modes, at which the modal 
couplings get to be weak. The analytical results of (1) and (2) can also be seen clearly in 
Fig. 5, where the magnitudes of four entries of [ܪ஺] and [ܪ஻] are directly compared with 
those of [ܪ௦,஺] and [ܪ௦,஻]. 
 
a) 1st eigenvalue b) 2nd eigenvalue 
Fig. 3. Eigenvalue module ܯ௘௚(ܴ஺) 
a) 1st eigenvalue b) 2nd eigenvalue 
Fig. 4. Eigenvalue module ܯ௘௚(ܴ஻) at five [ܭ௦]-levels  
3.3. Indication of the assembling effects 
In order to synthetically estimate and thus simply indicate the assembling effects on 
substructural components of an assembly process, mean eigenvalue modules of FRF-matrix-ratios 
ܴ஺ and ܴ஻ are computed in full analytical frequency range for all eigenvalues as follow: 
ܯഥ௘௚ =
1
௙ܰ ௘ܰ௚
෍ ቎෍ ܯ௘௚,೙( ௜݂)
ே೑
௜ୀଵ
቏
ே೐೒
௡ୀଵ
, (12)
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where ௙ܰ and ௘ܰ௚ are the numbers of discrete frequencies and eigenvalues respectively. The mean 
eigenvalue module computed by Eq. (12) can be used to indicate the overall effect of assembling 
process.  
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 5. Comparisons of a) |ܪ஺| with หܪ௦,஺ห, and b) |ܪ஻| with หܪ௦,஻ห (on [ܭ௦]-level 3)  
For the lumped-parameter model system, ௙ܰ = 100 within 0-30 Hz → analytical frequency 
interval ∆݂ = 0.3 Hz, and ௘ܰ௚ = 2 due to all square FRF-matrices with size of 2 by 2. the 
mean-values of eigenvalue modules ܯ௘௚(ܴ஺) and ܯ௘௚(ܴ஻) are computed for the five [ܭ௦]-levels. 
Table 3 lists the resultant data, which are also compared in Fig. 6. It can be seen that, (1) the 
overall effect of assembling process on dynamic transfer-functions are increased with 
strengthening the assembly connection; (2) the overall effect of an assembling process on 
substructural component A is very close to that on B; (3) both of the mean eigenvalue modules 
indicate that the assembling process of the model system reduce the FRFs [ܪ஺] and [ܪ஻] about 
2-3.5 times with strengthening the assembly connection at the five [ܭ௦]-levels. 
 
Fig. 6. Mean ܯ௘௚(ܴ஺) and ܯ௘௚(ܴ஻) at five [ܭ௦]-levels 
Table 3. Mean eigenvalue modules of ܴ஺ and ܴ஻ 
ܯഥ௘௚ [ܭ௦]-level 1 2 3 4 5 
ܯഥ௘௚(ܴ஺) 2.16 2.24 2.43 2.79 3.26 
ܯഥ௘௚(ܴ஻) 2.17 2.25 2.45 2.84 3.39 
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4. Dynamic quality estimation of mechanical assembly  
4.1. Formulating a quantitative measure 
For a mechanical assembly system, dynamic quality inspection and estimation require a right 
quantitative measure and/or indicator in engineering application. According to the definition of 
“dynamic quality of mechanical assembly” explained in ‘Introduction’ of this paper, a relative 
change of systematic dynamic transferring characteristics due to assembling process is to be 
determined quantitatively to measure the dynamic quality of the whole assembly system.  
Similarly to discussion in Section 2.2, relative change of systematic dynamic transferring 
characteristics from the FRFs ܪ஺  and ܪ஻  of both substructural components, together with the 
dynamic stiffness [ܭ௦଴] of real assembly connector, before assembling, to the systematic FRF ܪ௦ 
of their assembly system can also be described by a FRF-matrix-ratio. On the other hand, Eqs. (1) 
and (2) show that assembly-coupling matrix [ܥ] just combines the transfer-functions from the FRF 
[ܪ஻௖] on side B of connecting-interface, through assembly connection [ܭ௦], to the FRF [ܪ஺௖] on 
another side A of the interface. Thereby it describes completely the overall dynamic transferring 
characteristics of an assembling process. Thus, matrix [ܥ] does dominate the overall assembling 
effect on the systematic dynamic transferring characteristics of whole assembly system. Thereby, 
matrix [ܥ] would be the right choice for finding out the FRF-matrix-ratio to estimate the relative 
change. 
Two entries (1, 3) and (3, 1) of FRF-matrix on both sides of Eq. (1) provide such equalities 
that relate the systematic transfer-functions after assembling to that before assembling. Here 
choosing entry (1, 3) leads to:  
[ܪ௦] = [ܪ஺][ܥ][ܪ஻]. (13)
Before assembling, the two substructural components are disconnected, Eq. (13) would 
become: 
[ܪ଴] = [ܪ஺][ܥ଴][ܪ஻], (14a)
[ܥ଴] = ([ܦ] + [ܭ௦଴]ିଵ)ିଵ. (14b)
Specially, if there is no any real connector or joint for an assembling process, i.e., [ܭ௦଴] = 0, 
as it is assumed in the lumped-parameter model, then Eq. (14) turns out to be: 
[ܪ଴] = [ܪ஺][ܦ]ିଵ[ܪ஻]. (15)
If set same numbers of ݋ܽ, ܿܽ(ܾܿ) and ܾ݅, and combine Eqs. (14) and (15) for [ܪ଴], then the 
FRF-matrix-ratio to be found can be formulated by [ܪ଴][ܪ௦]ିଵ, denoted specially by ܳ஼, as follow: 
ܳ஼ = ൜[ܪ஺]([ܦ] + [ܭ௦଴]
ିଵ)ିଵ[ܪ஻][ܪ௦]ିଵ, with real connector,
[ܪ஺][ܦ]ିଵ[ܪ஻][ܪ௦]ିଵ, without real connector. (16)
In consideration of the matrix-ratio is adopted essentially for comparing [ܪ଴] with [ܪ௦] and 
thus generating the relative change ܳ஼, Eq. (16) can be equivalently rewritten in normalized form 
as: 
ܳ஼ = [ܪ஺]([ܪ௦][ܦ଴])ିଵ[ܪ஻], (with real connector), (17a)
ܳ஼ = [ܪ஺]([ܪ௦][ܦ])ିଵ[ܪ஻], (without real connector), (17b)
where: 
[ܦ଴] = [ܦ] + [ܭ௦଴]ିଵ, [ܦ] = [ܪ஺௖] + [ܪ஻௖]. (18)
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The FRF-matrix-ratio ܳ஼ expressed in Eqs. (16) and/or (17) describes definitely the overall 
change of systematic transfer-function [ܪ௦]  after assembling, relative to the ‘systematic 
transfer-function’ [ܪ଴] before assembling (as reference base), of whole assembly system due to 
assembling process. Therefore, it is supposed to be applied as the right quantitative measure on 
overall effect of the process of a mechanical assembly. Consequently, it is renamed as “dynamic 
quality matrix of mechanical assembly” here by this study. 
4.2. Eigenvalue analysis on dynamic quality matrix 
Again, the lumped-parameter model of Fig. 2 is applied for eigenvalue analysis on the dynamic 
quality matrix ܳ஼. In the model system, as it is supposed [ܭ௦଴] = 0, thus Eq. (17b) is adopted to 
do the eigenvalue analysis on matrix ܳ஼ as done in Section 3.2 and 3.3.  
Fig. 7 illustrates the eigenvalue module ܯ௘௚(ܳ஼)  computed by Eq. (17b) at the five  
[ܭ௦] -levels. It shows that, (1) at most frequencies, ܯ௘௚ > 1 → |[ܪ௦]| < |[ܪ଴]|  for both 
eigenvalues of ܳ஼, even up to 20-30 Hz near peak frequencies. Additionally, modal couplings still 
exist so that ܯ௘௚ < 1 → |[ܪ௦]| > |[ܪ଴]|  at some frequencies, such as 4 Hz and 14 Hz; 
(2) strengthening the assembly connection ([ܭ௦] goes up to higher levels) lead ܯ௘௚(ܳ஼) getting 
down, that is, |[ܪ௦]| goes higher relative to |[ܪ଴]|. This can be considered as that the dynamic 
quality of whole assembly system of the model turns out to be poor. 
a) 1st eigenvalue 
 
b) 2nd eigenvalue 
Fig. 7. Eigenvalue module ܯ௘௚(ܳ஼) at five [ܭ௦]-levels  
Fig. 8 compares directly |[ܪ௦]| to |[ܪ଴]|. Again, it shows that the ‘overall systematic dynamic 
transfer-function’ [ܪ଴] of whole model system before assembling (in free or uncoupling state) is 
generally greater than that after assembling (in coupled or constrained state). This proves the 
analytical results above from Fig. 7 and results in ܯ௘௚(ܳ஼) > 1 generally. On the whole, dynamic 
quality matrix [ܳ஼] is proved to be the expected measure for estimating the dynamic quality of a 
mechanical assembly system. 
To indicate the dynamic quality quantitatively, the mean eigenvalue modules of ܳ஼ over full 
frequency range is computed by Eq. (12) as well here at the five [ܭ௦]-levels. The computed data 
are listed in Table 4 and compared in Fig. 9. It shows that strengthening assembly connection 
makes mean-value of ܯ௘௚(ܳ஼)  decreased, and thus the systematicdynamic transfer-function 
|[ܪ௦]| increased relative to |[ܪ଴]|. This indicates the dynamicquality of the assembly system 
getting poor. Summarily, dynamic quality matrix ܳ஼  and its mean eigenvalue module can be 
considered as the right quantitative measure and indicator for dynamic quality inspection and 
estimation of mechanical assembly. 
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Table 4. Mean eigenvalue modules of ܳ஼  
[ܭ௦]-level 1 2 3 4 5 
ܯഥ௘௚(ܳ௖) 60.69 30.91 18.00 11.71 9.40 
 
Fig. 8. Comparing |ܪ௦| with |ܪ଴| Fig. 9. Mean ܯ௘௚(ܳ௖) at five [ܭ௦]-levels 
5. Application to experimental counterpart 
To validate further the effects of assembling process and the effectiveness of the quantitative 
measure and indicator of dynamic quality of mechanical assembly, an analogic experimental 
counterpart of the lumped-parameter model is employed here to primarily apply eigenvalue 
analysis and the dynamic quality matrix ܳ஼ determined by Eq. (17b). 
Fig. 10 illustrates the experimental model that imitate the assembling process of Fig. 2. In this 
model system, six aluminum mass blocks are connected by multilayer rubber-pads with adhesives. 
Both substructural components before assembling and the assembly system after assembling are 
suspended up on a rigid frame by elastic ropes for keeping them in free state during FRF-tests by 
“hammer excitation-accelerator response”. Fig. 11 demonstrates the experimental connecting 
diagram, Fig. 11(a), and its instrumentation, Fig. 11(b). It consists of multi-channel signal 
conditioning and data-acquisition system with self-contained software, DASP. The tested 
FRF-data are then processed further by programming in Matlab, where moving-average is 
applied for smoothing the plots. 
 
Fig. 10. Experimental counterpart of the lumped-parameter model 
In consideration of differences always existing in between an analytical model and its real 
counterpart, the testing frequency is fixed to be 0-300 Hz to ensure the model system to be 
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well excited, and the relevant sampling frequency interval is set to be ∆݂ = 1.0 Hz for 
FRF-tests. Totally 20 FRF-entries of five FRF-matrices: [ܪ஺] and [ܪ஺௖] on substructural 
component A, [ܪ஻] and [ܪ஻௖] on substructural component B, and [ܪ௦] on the whole assembly 
system are tested respectively. Then use Eqs. (7a), (8a) and (17b) to calculate ܯ௘௚( ஺ܴ), 
ܯ௘௚(ܴ஻)  and ܯ௘௚(ܳ௖)  respectively. Their mean eigenvalue modules are computed by 
Eq. (12), where ௘ܰ௚ = 2 and ௙ܰ = 300. All results are named here as “measured” ones. 
Fig. 12 illustrates the measured ܯ௘௚(ܴ஺),  ܯ௘௚(ܴ஻)  and ܯ௘௚(ܳ௖),  together with direct 
comparison of |[ܪ௦]| to |[ܪ଴]|, as shown in Fig. 13. The measured mean ܯ௘௚(ܴ஺), ܯ௘௚(ܴ஻) and 
ܯ௘௚(ܳ௖) are listed in Table 5 and compared in Fig. 14. 
a) Connecting diagram 
 
b) Data-acquisition system 
Fig. 11. Testing system 
a) ܯ௘௚(ܴ஺) and ܯ௘௚(ܴ஻) 
 
b) ܯ௘௚(ܳ௖) 
Fig. 12. Measured eigenvalue modules 
Fig. 13. Comparison of measured |ܪ௦| to |[ܪ଴]| 
 
Fig. 14. Measured mean eigenvalue modules 
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Table 5. Measured mean eigenvalue modules 
FRF-matrix-ratio ܴ஺  ܴ஻ ܳ஼
ܯഥ௘௚  26.70 8.03 45.59 
It can be seen again that, for the experimental model system, the assembling process makes 
|[ܪ஺]| > |[ܪ஺]|, |[ܪ஻]| > หൣܪ௦,஻൧ห and also |[ܪ଴]| > |[ܪ௦], totally, the overall magnitudes of the 
three FRFs before assembling are about 27, 8 and 46 times higher than that after assembling. In 
summary, these measured results are consistent with those obtained in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 4.2, 
which have been well validated by this application. 
6. Conclusions 
Mechanical assembly has its own dynamic quality that affects directly the product dynamic 
quality. In order to improve conventional “static quality” inspection and estimation of mechanical 
assembly, this paper defines explicitly the concept of “dynamic quality of mechanical assembly”. 
Based on substructuring dynamic analysis, eigenvalue analysis of spectral-based FRFs involved 
in an assembling process has been carried out to investigate the effects of assembling process on 
the dynamic transferring characteristics of both substructural components and their assembly 
system. A right quantitative measure and its indicator has also been determined for the dynamic 
quality estimation of mechanical assembly. The results obtained in this study are concluded as 
follow: 
1) A mechanical assembling process has the effects that the dynamic transfer-functions (FRFs) 
of both substructural components and their assembly system. In general, the FRFs before 
assembling are decreased due to the process, and the systematic dynamic transfer-function of an 
assembly system is also less than that of combined FRFs on the components and real assembly 
connector without assembling generally. However, in case of that destructive modal couplings 
occur at some frequency modes, the process would increase the transfer-functions of both of the 
components, and the systematic transfer-function turns out to be greater than the combined one. 
2) Strengthening assembly-coupling dynamic stiffness of assembling process makes the 
dynamic transfer-functions of both substructural components get to be decreased further, but 
increase the systematic dynamic transfer-function of the assembly system gets to be increased and 
thus leads the dynamic quality of the assembly system to be poor.  
3) The dynamic quality matrix ܳ஼  determined by Eqs. (16)-(18) can be effectively applied as 
the right quantitative measure on the dynamic quality of an assembly system. Its mean eigenvalue 
module computed by Eq. (12) can be considered as the right quantitative indicator for dynamic 
quality estimation of mechanical assembly in engineering application.  
4) Eigenvalue analysis on the lumped-parameter model shows effective in assembly dynamic 
quality analysis. And the primary application on the experimental counterpart of the model has 
well validated the analytical outcomes and the method established in this study for assembly 
dynamic quality estimation. 
The method established in this paper is effective and feasible in engineering application on 
dynamic quality inspection and estimation of mechanical assembly. It contributes to improve 
conventional quality inspection, estimation and control of mechanical assembly and can be widely 
applied in manufacturing process, therefore benefits dynamic quality assurance of 
electromechanical products. 
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